Minutes from telecon - 09082004

Attendees

Dave Cruikshank
Dieter Weidenbruck
Lofton Henderson
Don Larson
Kevin O’Kane
Franck Duluc
Forrest Carpenter

Agenda items

Vendor status of implementation progress on DOM and DOM status

ITEDO – Started implementation ~%30
SDI – Started implementation in C++ - will move to ECMAScript
Larson – currently defining requirements – will implement as C++ interface
Ematek – no report

Authoring tools will implement creation of the XML companion data.

The creation of a WebCGM 2.0 Test Suite, including DOM testing, will be build, in part, from a collection of tests that vendors will build for their own purposes.

To help Benoit’s finalize some of the wording in the DOM, his latest questions will be restated and distributed for email discussion.

IDL has been created for the DOM. ECMAScript binding will be published later after implementation to consolidate those bindings implemented..

Review of action items

The open action items were reviewed and the updated list is available at http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/cgmo-webcgm/members/action_items.php.

Review of proposed statement on IPR to be submitted to OASIS

Wording on the TC response to the IPR review was approved and submitted to the OASIS IPR review committee.

Approval of proposed liaison list

SC24 -- Lofton Henderson
W3C SVG -- Dieter Weidenbruck
ATA GWG -- Dave Cruikshank
ASD (AECMA) EPWG -- Dave Cruikshank/Dieter Weidenbruck
USSIG (US S1000D) – Dave Cruikshank
TechDoc (part of IDEAlliance) -- Don Larson

Approval of liaisons requires a ballot. A ballot has been set up and is open for voting.

CGM Open website status
The new CGM Open web pages should be complete by Oct 13.

The interop project will migrate to the OASIS web site after completion of the CGM Open web pages. Currently the interop project is running on php 4.1.x. OASIS is running php 4.2.3. Franck is working on the port to 4.2.3.

**WebCGM 2.0 non-V4 elements**

Dieter will create a proposal for WebCGM 2.0 and distribute for email discussion. This will include not only the non-V4 elements, but updated WebCGM 1.0 wording for viewer behavior.

**Next Telecon**

Oct 13, 2004
7:00-8:00 AM Pacific Time
206-655-2988 (Toll free, if necessary: 866-235-8350)
Passode: 534602

**Next face to face meeting**

Nov 8-10, 2004
Houston, TX
Offices of SDI